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> Movie Poster

> A concept poster for the upcoming sequel, “Space Jam 2.” This 
project featured numerous alterations to pictures, such as jersey 
creation, color balancing, and more. The poster also utilizes aspects
seen in all modern day movie posters, while including typography.



> Sports Logo

> A rebrand of the NBA’s Phoenix Suns logo, perhaps the worst in
sports. The goal was to incorporate the good aspects of the logo into
a new, more trend based design. The same color pallet was used, 
while also incorporating similar text and basketball, yet modernized.



> Menu

> A concept menu, featuring correct menu items, for the popular 
restaurant chain "Buffalo Wild Wings." All graphics, excluding the 
logo, were created by myself while the project features a large 
abundance of high level typography use.  



> Corporate Logo

> A corporate logo created for a potential Burberry expansion into
Men’s Wear. The logo is meant to utilize a style commonly seen in
the fashion industry, such as the use of the a limited color pallet 
and letters within the logo. This also involved picking a related font.



> Album Art

> An original album cover created for the 70’s hit “Night Moves” by 
Bob Seger. The creation included uses of Photoshop brushes, photo
alteration, filters, and typography. The artwork also featured self 
created graphics throughout.



> Business Card

> A created-for-use business card, made for a high ranking police 
Commander with the MPD. The card features a demonstrated use
of typography, along with a rendition of the DC flag, adapted to show
the skyline of Washington D.C. in the background and American flag.



> 3D Abstract

> A non representational abstract, created to show advanced use
of dimensionality and perspective, specifically in Photoshop. Created
using entirely brushes, layer blends, and effects, zero usage of any
photography throughout the entire abstract.



> Thematic

> A highly graphically intensive project, meant to create a “spy like”
style of thematic art, while not representing anything in particular.
Inherently, the goal was to take the word “posterized” and show how
the word “feels” in a sense. The project shows advanced smart objects.

  Abstract



> Coat of Arms

> A personalized project, formed entirely with self created graphics.
The goal was to form 1600 era family Coat of Arms, with each object
holding a very specific and special meaning to my family. The crest
and surrounding objects feature all essential elements to any Coat. 



> Spacescape

> A created scene, utilizing almost entirely self created graphics and
elements (excluding a moon landscape). The fire like nebula shows
advanced Photoshop techniques and layer blending modes, while the 
planet demonstrates an experienced use of brushes and filters.
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